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Adaptive Content Management

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE TO ANY PRIORITY APPLICATIONS

[0001] Any and all applications for which a foreign or domestic priority claim is

identified in the Application Data Sheet as filed with the present application, are hereby

incorporated by reference in their entirety under 37 CFR 1 .57.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0002] The field relates to content management, such as content management for

electronic document content.

Description of the Related Art

[0003] A plugin is also known by other names, such as extension, widget, or

module. Plugins are typically built to work with external data and may be configured to

ingest content or display content on a webpage. Plugins may be used to extend the

functionality of a content management system to enable functionality to be added to a user's

website.

SUMMARY

[0004] The following presents a simplified summary of one or more aspects in

order to provide a basic understanding of such aspects. This summary is not an extensive

overview of all contemplated aspects, and is intended to neither identify key or critical

elements of all aspects nor delineate the scope of any or all aspects. Its sole purpose is to

present some concepts of one or more aspects in a simplified form as a prelude to the more

detailed description that is presented later. It is understood that while various aspects are

described, certain embodiments may include any combination of the described aspects, or

subsets thereof.

[0005] An aspect of the disclosure includes methods and systems for enabling a

user to define a webpage and webpage layout without knowing a programming language are

disclosed. A library of modules may be provided that is usable to configure a layout and look

of a webpage. The user may add modules from the library to a webpage layout design area



(e.g., using a drag-and-drop or other technique). The user may configure a given module so

as to control the look and feel of the content accessed and displayed by the module. Different

instantiations of the same module may optionally be used to access content from different

sources, including sources using different file and data formats. Content from the different

sources may be accessed and stored in a schema-less database.

[0006] An aspect of the disclosure includes a computer-implemented method of

configuring a web page layout, the method comprising: providing a user access to a library of

modules usable to configure a layout of a webpage, wherein a given module from the library

of modules is user configurable, without the user programming in a programming language,

to control how content is to be displayed on a webpage; enabling the user to drag and drop

one or more modules from the library of modules onto a webpage layout design area to define

a webpage layout; providing, for a given module selected by the user, a module configuration

user interface, wherein the module configuration user interface enables the user to specify

what content is to be displayed on the webpage being designed and how the content is to be

displayed without the user having to program using a programming language, wherein the

module user interface comprises interfaces configured to receive at least: access information

for content from a source, the access information including at least a content locator; content

attributes comprising at least one attribute affecting how content from the source is displayed;

receiving a user specified layout for a first webpage specified by the user via the webpage

layout design area, wherein the user specified layout comprises a layout of a plurality of

modules, including: a first instantiation of a first module configured by the user to specify

access information and at least one attribute for a first content source that provides content

using a first content format; a second instantiation of the first module configured by the user

to specify access information and at least one attribute for a second content source that

provides content using a second content format, the second content format different than the

first content format; accessing content from the first content source based at least in part on

the user configuration of the first instantiation of the first module, including at least a portion

of the user specified access information for the first source, wherein the content from the first

content source utilizes the first content format; storing content from the first content source in

a schema-less data store; accessing content from the second content source based at least in



part on the user configuration of the second instantiation of the first module, including at

least a portion of the user specified access information for the second source, wherein the

content from the second content source utilizes the second content format; storing content

from the second content source in the schema-less data store; enabling the webpage to be

rendered, including the content from the first content source and the content from the second

content source.

[0007] An aspect of the disclosure includes a computer-implemented method of

configuring a web page layout, the method comprising: providing a user access to a library

of modules usable to configure a layout of a webpage, wherein a given module from the

library of modules is user configurable, without the user programming in a programming

language, to control how content is to be displayed on a webpage; enabling the user to

instantiate one or more modules from the library of modules onto a webpage layout design

area to define a webpage layout; providing, for a given module selected by the user, a module

configuration user interface, wherein the module user interface comprises interfaces

configured to receive at least: access information for content from a source, the access

information including at least a content locator; receiving a user specified layout for a first

webpage specified by the user via the webpage layout design area, wherein the user specified

layout comprises a layout of a plurality of modules, including: a first instantiation of a first

module configured by the user to specify access information and at least one attribute for a

first content source that provides content using a first content format; a second instantiation

of the first module configured by the user to specify access information and at least one

attribute for a second content source that provides content using a second content format, the

second content format different than the first content format; accessing content from the first

content source based at least in part on the user configuration of the first instantiation of the

first module, including at least a portion of the user specified access information for the first

source, wherein the content from the first content source utilizes the first content format;

optionally storing content from the first content source in a schema-less data store; accessing

content from the second content source based at least in part on the user configuration of the

second instantiation of the first module, including at least a portion of the user specified

access information for the second source, wherein the content from the second content source



utilizes the second content format; optionally storing content from the second content source

in the schema-less data store; enabling the webpage to be rendered, including the content

from the first content source and the content from the second content source.

[0008] An aspect of the disclosure includes a system, comprising: a network

interface configured to communicate over a network; a computing system comprising one or

more computing devices; a computer storage system comprising a non-transitory storage

device, said computer storage system having stored thereon executable program instructions

that direct the computer system to at least: provide, over the network, a user access to a

library of modules usable to configure a layout of a webpage, wherein a given module from

the library of modules is user configurable, without the user programming in a programming

language, to control how content is to be displayed on a webpage; enable the user to

instantiate one or more modules from the library of modules onto a webpage layout design

area to define a webpage layout; provide, for a given module selected by the user, a module

configuration user interface, wherein the module configuration user interface enables the user

to specify what content is to be displayed on the webpage being designed and how the

content is to be displayed without the user having to program using a programming language,

wherein the module user interface comprises interfaces configured to receive at least: access

information for content from a source, the access information including at least a content

locator; content attributes comprising at least one attribute affecting how content from the

source is displayed; receive, over the network, a user specified layout for a first webpage

specified by the user via the webpage layout design area, wherein the user specified layout

comprises a layout of a plurality of modules, including: a first instantiation of a first module

configured by the user to specify access information and at least one attribute for a first

content source that provides content using a first content format; a second instantiation of the

first module configured by the user to specify access information and at least one attribute for

a second content source that provides content using a second content format, the second

content format different than the first content format; access content from the first content

source based at least in part on the user configuration of the first instantiation of the first

module, including at least a portion of the user specified access information for the first

source, wherein the content from the first content source utilizes the first content format;



store content from the first content source in a schema-less data store; access content from the

second content source based at least in part on the user configuration of the second

instantiation of the first module, including at least a portion of the user specified access

information for the second source, wherein the content from the second content source

utilizes the second content format; store content from the second content source in the

schema-less data store; enable the webpage to be rendered, including the content from the

first content source and the content from the second content source.

[0009] An aspect of the disclosure includes a computer storage system comprising

a non-transitory storage device, said computer storage system having stored thereon

executable program instructions that direct a computer system to at least: provide a user

access to a library of modules usable to configure a layout of a webpage, wherein a given

module from the library of modules is user configurable, without the user programming in a

programming language, to control how content is to be displayed on a webpage; enable the

user to instantiate one or more modules from the library of modules onto a webpage layout

design area to define a webpage layout; provide, for a given module selected by the user, a

module configuration user interface, wherein the module configuration user interface enables

the user to specify what content is to be displayed on the webpage being designed and how

the content is to be displayed without the user having to program using a programming

language, wherein the module user interface comprises interfaces configured to receive at

least: access information for content from a source, the access information including at least a

content locator; content attributes comprising at least one attribute affecting how content

from the source is displayed; receive a user specified layout for a first webpage specified by

the user via the webpage layout design area, wherein the user specified layout comprises a

layout of a plurality of modules, including: a first instantiation of a first module configured

by the user to specify access information and at least one attribute for a first content source

that provides content using a first content format; a second instantiation of the first module

configured by the user to specify access information and at least one attribute for a second

content source that provides content using a second content format, the second content format

different than the first content format; access content from the first content source based at

least in part on the user configuration of the first instantiation of the first module, including at



least a portion of the user specified access information for the first source, wherein the

content from the first content source utilizes the first content format; store content from the

first content source in a schema-less data store; access content from the second content

source based at least in part on the user configuration of the second instantiation of the first

module, including at least a portion of the user specified access information for the second

source, wherein the content from the second content source utilizes the second content

format; store content from the second content source in the schema-less data store; enable the

webpage to be rendered, including the content from the first content source and the content

from the second content source.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] Embodiments will now be described with reference to the drawings

summarized below. These drawings and the associated description are provided to illustrate

example embodiments, and not to limit the scope of the invention.

[0011] Fig. 1 is an overview of an example overall process for handling content.

[0012] Fig. 2 illustrates an example process for importing content.

[0013] Fig. 3 illustrates an example of how imported content is configured for

display.

[0014] Fig. 4 illustrates an example of how attributes can be selected when

configuring content for display.

[0015] Fig. 5 shows an example of how a page layout can be configured.

[0016] Fig. 6 illustrates an example process for rendering pages.

[0017] Fig. 7A illustrates an example relationship between content sets, items,

and attributes.

[0018] Fig. 7B illustrates the optional use of a unique ID to reference a respective

item.

[0019] Fig. 8A illustrates example information that enables a CMS to import and

map a data feed.

[0020] Fig. 8B illustrates example information that may be pertinent for XML

data feeds.



[0021] Fig. 8C illustrates example information that may be pertinent for

password-protected files.

[0022] Fig. 8D illustrates example information that may be pertinent for files

stored on an FTP.

[0023] Fig. 9 shows an example embodiment that enables manual verification and

control over the mapping process.

[0024] Fig. 10 shows a screenshot of an example embodiment for importing a

data feed.

[0025] Fig. 11A shows a screenshot of an example embodiment of a user

interface for configuring an Image module.

[0026] Fig. 11B shows a screenshot of an example embodiment of the user

interface for configuring an Image module, including a menu for selecting attributes from a

content set.

[0027] Fig. llC shows a screenshot of an example embodiment of the user

interface for configuring an Image module, including attributes of a content set.

[0028] Fig. 12A shows a screenshot of an example embodiment of a user

interface for configuring a page layout, including a blank preview screen.

[0029] Fig. 12B shows a screenshot of an example embodiment of the user

interface for adding a module onto a page layout.

[0030] Fig. 12C shows a screenshot of an example embodiment of the user

interface for configuring a page layout, including an un-configured Image module.

[0031] Fig. 12D shows a screenshot of an example embodiment of the user

interface for configuring a page layout, including a configured Image module.

[0032] Fig. 12E shows a screenshot of an example embodiment of the user

interface for configuring a page layout with several configured modules.

[0033] Fig. 12F shows a screenshot of an example embodiment of a generated

webpage displayed in a web browser.

[0034] Fig. 13 shows a screenshot of an example embodiment of the user

interface for importing a data feed.



[0035] Fig. 14 shows a screenshot of an example embodiment of the user

interface for configuring the synchronization details of a data feed.

[0036] Fig. 15 shows a screenshot of an example embodiment of the user

interface for a marketplace, which allows users to add additional modules.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0037] Described herein are example systems and methods for managing content.

[0038] An example adaptive content management system (CMS) is disclosed that

is configured to interact with data without requiring a schema (although optionally a schema

may be used). The example content management system (CMS) enables the management

and publishing of digital content. In certain embodiments, the content can be in any digital

form, such as text, images, videos, and/or audio. The CMS may publish content as pages

(e.g., webpages) and/or export content through data feeds to other applications and user

interfaces.

[0039] An example adaptive CMS will now be described. The adaptive content

management system may auto-detect and map content and optionally store the content in a

schema-less data store. With a schema-based database, it may be challenging to push data

into the database as the data has to perfectly fit the schema. By contrast, with a schema-less

data store, data can be pushed directly to the schema-less data store without having to

massage the data to match a schema. A standardized user interface (UI) may be used for

content (e.g., all content corresponding to the user interface). The described example

technique of interacting with content enables the content management system to dynamically

generate webpages based at least in part on imported content without requiring custom

plugins or custom software development (although such may be used). Optionally, when

creating the design for the dynamically generated webpages, users can interact with different

imported data feeds through a standardized UI without the need for additional content-

specific software.

[0040] An illustrative example case will now be described to provide context. In

this example, a user manages her digital photographs through an online image-management

service. The user wants to display those images on a separate portfolio website (operated by



an entity different than the entity that operates the online image-management service), but she

wants to continue to manage the photos through the image-management service. This

situation is common among users of the image-management service, and so the image-

management service may enable its users to export their photographs through a data feed so

that the photographs can be displayed on their users' websites.

[0041] In this example, the user's portfolio website is built with a conventional

CMS (although in other examples a non-conventional CMS may be used), and so a relatively

easy way for the user to import the data feed is to look for a specific plugin that imports that

specific data feed and then displays that content on a webpage.

[0042] A plugin is also known by other names, such as extension, widget, or

module. The exact model that each CMS uses to define a plugin may be different, but in

general, with respect to a CMS, the term refers to separate software that extends the core

functionality of a CMS. A plugin built to work with external data typically handles both

ingesting the content and displaying the content.

[0043] Unfortunately, with the conventional model, a plugin will typically work

with only one type of content having a specific schema. Therefore, if the user wants to

import a data feed from a separate image-management service, then she must look for a

different plugin that is designed for that specific service. To understand why a conventional

plugin will only work with one type of content, the following description of conventional

plugin development and how a conventional CMS works is provided.

[0044] A conventional CMS stores data in a database that uses a particular

structure or schema. To add custom content, such as a data feed from a separate image-

management service, conventionally a plugin developer must define a new database table that

fits the schema of the content. Because this is a custom table, the developer must then build

basic functionality that defines how users can interact with the content. This functionality is

often summarized as create, read, update, and delete (CRUD).

[0045] The approach of a conventional CMS has some clear disadvantages,

including some or all of the following:

• To use a particular data feed, a user must find a plugin for that particular

feed.



• If a plugin does not exist for a particular data feed, then to use the feed, a

user must develop a new plugin.

• Even if a plugin exists, it will often perform certain functions, but not all

the functions a given user wants or needs (e.g., a plugin might import images but not

associated captions or alt text). This situation conventionally requires custom development

to add the missing functionality.

• Adding functionality to another developer's plugin might not be possible

or feasible if the code for the plugin is not available to the user for modification.

• The behavior of a conventional plugin is dependent on the content that the

plugin interacts with. So users must find a plugin that has both the behavior that they want

(e.g., formats the content for display in a desired manner) and that works with the content

source, making it more difficult to find appropriate plugins.

• Using the conventional approach, the administration user interface (UI) of

different plugins may work differently. This non-standardized approach makes the user

experience confusing. Because a given conventional plugin uses custom CRUD

functionality, the plugin developer must decide how the plugin should interact with the

administration UI of the CMS. For example, suppose for plugin 1, developer X puts certain

settings in menu A and other settings in menu B. For plugin 2, developer Y puts settings in

menu C and requires that a user copy and paste a specific code snippet onto each page. These

inconsistent approaches are commonly used by conventional content management systems,

and degrade the user experience.

• If a CMS changes its administration UI in a new version, then a plugin that

was dependent on the previous version UI might no longer work properly. By way of

illustrative example, suppose in version 1.0 of a CMS, developer X put certain settings in

menu A and menu B. If Version 2.0 of the CMS no longer supports menu B, X's plugin can

no longer be properly configured.

• Plugins typically need to be updated (i.e., the plugin would require

additional software development) if the data feed provider changes the structure of the feed.

Because of the nature of a schema, conventionally a plugin designed to work with content of

one particular schema will only work with content that fits that schema.



• When a CMS releases a new version, a plugin might not work with that

new version, and a developer would have to migrate the plugin to the new version (i.e., the

plugin would require additional software development). Because a conventional CMS stores

and calls content in a particular manner, references to that content must take into account that

particular manner. Therefore, if that manner of calling content changes, then a plugin might

no longer work with the CMS.

[0046] Often, content management systems or plugins support multiple feeds by

supporting common schemas. If the schema is broadly adopted, then the CMS can use one

plugin to support many data feeds. However, even if many data feeds are supported via a

broadly adopted schema, there will typically be many data feeds that are still not supported

and would need different plugins.

[0047] Below, a Program Listing section is provided that includes several

illustrative example markups for three different example data feeds: an Extensible Markup

Language (XML) feed, a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) feed, and a comma-separated

values (CSV) feed. In this example, these three data feeds all describe the same information,

but these three feeds are structured using three different respective markup languages. Using

the conventional approach, a plugin designed for the schema of one feed would not work

with the other feeds.

[0048] In an example embodiment, a content management system (CMS) as

described herein can accept and display content regardless of schema by automatically

detecting and mapping the schema of imported content (optionally without user intervention)

and then by storing the content in a schema-less database. By not committing to or being

limited to a particular type of content, the CMS can expose the content to a plugin (e.g.,

widget, module, or extension) either through an API (application programming interface) that

contains methods for calling the content or by injecting the content into the module in the

form of a data type such as an array. Because each type of content may optionally be

referenced in the same way, the CMS can use a standardized user interface (UI) for multiple

plugins or every plugin (e.g., widget, module, or extension). Optionally, the CMS also

enables the user of the CMS to determine if content is appropriate for the plugin. Thus, users

do not have to create a schema defining the content. With this treatment of content, plugins



can work with and receive imported content (e.g., any imported content), regardless of source

or schema.

[0049] Accordingly, several optional advantages (not all of which need be

achieved by a given embodiment) of one or more aspects are as follows:

• Any plugin (also known by other names such as a widget, module, and

extension) is able to accept any imported content without custom software development, and

will attempt to render such content. The user is enabled to determine if the way the content is

rendered is as the user intended.

• Users without software development abilities can combine several

different data feeds for use on their webpages (or otherwise) without installing custom

plugins and without employing a software developer.

• Changes to the structure of a data feed may be auto-detected and mapped

without requiring additional software development to conform to such changes.

• A CMS can use a standardized user interface (having the same look and

feel) for many or all plugins offered by the CMS, including custom plugins developed by

third parties and submitted to the CMS for use by other users. For example, a third-party

developer may specify to the CMS which fields are needed (e.g., a text field called "name"),

and the CMS determines the appearance of the fields (i.e., the UI), how content will be

entered into the fields (e.g., via drop-down menu, text field, check box), and what types of

content will be allowed (e.g., static text or references/links to imported content). The third-

party developer may then refer to the content in fields, for example, using methods in an API

or references to a data type (e.g., an array).

• The content of some or all of an entire website can be changed by just

synchronizing a different data feed—also, without the need for additional software

development.

[0050] An example embodiment of a process of importing and rendering content

for a given page (e.g., one or more webpages) with an adaptive content management system

(CMS) is illustrated in Fig. 1. The example process will be described in greater detail with

reference to other figures.



[0051] Referring to Fig. 1, at state 100, the CMS imports and maps content from a

data (content) feed specified by a user. A state 102, a determination is made as to whether a

page layout (for the page which will use content from the feed) is already been configured.

The page layout describes which content is included in a generated page. If a page layout is

not already configured, then a page layout is configured at state 104. Once the page layout is

configured, optionally the content can be synchronized at state 106; for example, a

determination may be made as to whether the feed has been updated since it was last

imported. If the feed has been updated, then the content for the page may be

updated/synchronized. With the content imported and the page layout configured, at state

108 the CMS may dynamically generate pages (to be rendered on a user terminal, such as a

browser equipped computing device) based at least in part on the content from the feed.

Γ00521 Import Content

[0053] An example import process (corresponding to state 100 in Fig 1) is

illustrated in Fig. 2. To identify the feed, the adaptive CMS uses information about the feed

200, such as the location of the feed (e.g., the URL or local directory) and information on

how to access the feed (e.g., username, password, port, server, and/or path). For example,

optionally the location and/or access information may be received from a user, where the

information may be entered by the user in fields presented by a data feed specification user

interface. Other embodiments, such as those discussed below and illustrated in Fig. 8A - D,

may use more or less feed information. Optionally, the CMS may verify the feed information

to determine whether it is valid or not. For example, if, when attempting to retrieve data

from the feed, the CMS receives an HTTP 404 Not Found error, then the CMS determines

that the URL provided is invalid. Optionally, if the information is determined to be invalid,

the user may be informed via a notification user interface and the CMS may prompt the user

to enter correct feed information. If the CMS receives new information from the user, the

CMS may again verify the information.

[0054] If the feed information is valid, at state 202, the CMS can begin mapping

the content. By way of example, the content may be in the form of a flat file, XML, JSON,

CSV, and/or other form.



[0055] If the data is well formed (has proper syntax), then the CMS can accurately

map the data 208; otherwise, the process can optionally return to the input state 200.

Optionally, certain embodiments may guess or infer the appropriate structure of malformed

data (e.g., HTML code with syntax errors). For example, the CMS may search for a specific

pattern (e.g., using a regular expression) of malformed markup (e.g., an opened but not closed

element, unescaped character entities, malformed HTML tags, improperly nested HTML

elements, etc.). Optionally, the CMS may correct certain malformed date (e.g., by replacing

the malformed markup (e.g., by closing the element before the next element is opened)).

Generally, with respect to a markup language, well-formed data complies with the basic

rules/syntax of its markup language (e.g., all opened elements are also closed, elements are

properly nested so that they do not overlap, proper delimiters are used, etc.).

[0056] Conventional approaches for automatically mapping data force content to

fit a particular schema. Such conventional approaches fail to alleviate disadvantages

mentioned previously. Optionally, rather than using such conventional approaches, the

example embodiment illustrated in Fig. 2 uses data mapping to create a CMS database based

at least in part on the relationship of the imported data (e.g., see the example Program

Listings below). So once mapped, the data is optionally stored in a schema-less database 210

that does not rely on a fixed data model. Thus, the organization of the database can

adaptively change in the future in response to changes in the structure of the content. An

example process comprises storing the imported content through key-value stores (e.g.,

highly optimized key-value stores, document-based store that stores documents made up of

tagged elements, etc.), such as in the data structure of a programming language (e.g., an

associative array), although other techniques may also be used.

[0057] For example, the illustrative Program Listing below includes an

associative array based on the relationship of the data in any one of the feeds shown in the

Program Listing.

[0058] Thus, using key-value stores, data may be stored in a programming

language data type or an object, and so a fixed data model is not required. Indeed, utilizing

this technique of content import and storage, the three different example data feeds shown in

the Program Listing section would each be stored and referenced in the same way because the



relationship of the information (and the information itself) is the same across all three data

feeds.

[0059] It is understood that certain embodiments may not utilize mapping (e.g.,

where the user defines his or her own content set rather than using a third party feed).

Γ00601 Configure a Page Layout

[0061] In an example embodiment, to use imported content, the adaptive CMS

applies the content set model, but other models may also be used. For example, another

suitable model uses the columns and rows technique, which represents data like a

spreadsheet: separating data into individual rows that are defined by columns. For example,

in a spreadsheet of user information, each user might be represented by a separate row, and

the columns that define each user might include Name, Email, Password, and Phone number

columns. A page layout can then be configured to use certain columns. The page layout may

be used to generate dynamic web pages when passed different rows. The content set model

(described below) is similar to the columns and rows model, but the content set model is

more abstract, and it, therefore, has certain advantages for conceptualizing complexly

organized data. For example, deeply nested elements where one element is actually an array

(e.g., an array of images) of arrays (e.g., alt text, link, and URL of the image) may be utilized.

[0062] The content set model comprises a high-level organization, an example of

which is illustrated in Fig. 7A. A given imported data feed is organized into a separate

content set 700. For example, a data feed for a blog might be a content set. The content set

is then organized into items 702. For example, if the content set is the feed for a blog, then a

given item may correspond to an individual blog post. Each item is then organized into one

or more attributes 704. For example, if each item is an individual blog post, typical item

attributes might, in this example, include title, author, posted date, categories, and blog body.

[0063] In the content set model, each item of a given type has the same attributes,

but the value of the attributes might be different across items. Consider an example of a

content set based on a blog: each blog post (each item) has a title (an attribute), but the value

of the title is probably different for each blog post—the value of the title for one blog post

might be "How to Properly Steep Peppermint Tea," and the value of the title for another blog

post might be "The Secret to Preparing Al Dente Pasta."



[0064] Using the model shown in Fig. 7A, attributes of any imported content can

then be used to dynamically generate pages, such as web pages. The page generation process

is described in greater detail below. In the example embodiment illustrated in Fig. 5, the

layout of a page is determined, at least in part, by assigning attributes (such as 504, 506, and

508) to modules (such as 502). This page layout is stored by the CMS so that the Tenderer

(which is described later) can access it in order to properly generate a page. In the content set

model in the context of the disclosure herein, a module (also referred to by other names such

as a plugin, widget, or extension) is software that interacts with the CMS to perform a

specific function such as display text or an image. Modules may be used to generate each

element of the page layout. For example, text on the page might be generated by a Text

module, videos on the page might be generated by a Video module, and an interactive map on

the page might be generated by a Map module.

[0065] In this example embodiment, each module is encapsulated to first accept

input in high-level terms (e.g., text, image, or HTML), to execute code that transforms the

input in a particular way (e.g., transform a URL of an image into HTML describing the

image), and to output the transformation. A given module in this example does not expect

the original content to fit a particular schema or to be from a particular source, and so a

module can accept any attribute of a given item type of any content set.

[0066] This example process also enables a module to interact with a given item

attribute through a standardized administrative user interface (UI). As described earlier, the

conventional approach requires the developers of custom modules (or plugins) to create their

own database table and CRUD functionality, which prevents a conventional CMS from using

a standardized administrative UI for custom modules. However, with the adaptive CMS,

because modules are not dependent on specific content and because the content conforms to

the content set model (as described earlier and illustrated in Fig. 7A), the adaptive CMS is

able to create a standardized UI for each module, including for custom modules designed by

third-parties. For the CMS to create the UI, the developer of a module gives the CMS a high-

level description about what type of fields will be needed. For example, this information may

include type of content (e.g., image, text, integer), the name of the element, a label to appear

in the UI, and so on. The CMS may start with a template defining the appearance the



administrative UI, and then the CMS populates the template with this descriptive

information. This way the CMS creates a UI that is both customized to the needs of each

module, and standardized across the modules.

[0067] The CMS may host or provide access to a library of modules from which a

user can select and configure to control the look and feel of data (accessed from data sources

via the module) that will be displayed on a page. An example screenshot of the interface for

the library is shown in Fig. 10. The example shows some modules grouped into categories

according to use 1000, other uncategorized modules 1002, and a button that, when clicked,

displays additional modules 1004. For example, the library may include an image slide

module, a blog module, a news feed module, a financial data module, a sports score module,

a video playlist module, a graphing module, a responsive menu module, a shopping cart

module, a map module, a search module, a text module, a navigation module, a markup

module, a layout module, a content module, an accordion menu module, a carousel module, a

share page or content module, a social media module, and/or other modules.

[0068] As will be discussed below, the user can configure a given module for

their specific use without having to code the module and without having to know the schema

used by the data source. Thus, user configuration of a module, rather than user coding of a

module, enables a module to be used with multiple data sources and for different pages. For

example, menu selections may be provided (e.g., via a drop down menu or otherwise) for

various item attributes from which the user may select. A given module may be used with a

variety of unrelated content sources. By way of illustration, the same image slide module

(used to present a slide show of images on a webpage) may be used to obtain images feeds

from multiple data sources (e.g., Picasa®, Flickr®, Facebook®, Photobucket®, etc.). The

user is spared from learning the particulars of the data sources interface or schema, and from

having to obtain code or ask for customization from the data source. Further, as noted above,

optionally the various modules available from the library have the same look and feel with

respect to the user configuration interface. Having a consistent look and feel makes

configuration of the modules less confusing and more efficient for the user. Optionally, the

CMS may include a module uploading interface which enables users to contribute modules to

the library for use by other users.



[0069] To add content to a module, users associate attributes from a content set

with the fields of a module. One example module is the Image module. For example, Fig.

11A illustrates an image module configuration user interface with common fields that might

be used for an Image module, such as:

• Current Image 1100. For example, users may set this field to an attribute

that contains the URL (or other locator) of an image.

• Image drop-down menu 1102. Users may use this menu to manually

select an image that they had previously uploaded to the site.

• Alternate Text 1104. If the image cannot be displayed, then the text

entered in this field is displayed instead.

• Link 1106. Once the website is rendered, if visitors click the image, they

will be directed to the URL entered in this field.

• Apply button 1110. This button allows users to save configuration

settings.

[0070] A "remove widget" control is optionally provided. In response to a user

activation of the "remove widget" control, the CMS will delete the module. A "reset" control

is optionally provided. In response to a user activation of the "reset" control, the module

fields will be reset to their initial state (e.g., empty).

[0071] Optionally, a preview mode is provided where, in response to a user

configuration and user preview instruction, the CMS causes a preview of how a page (or a

portion thereof) will look (e.g., when rendered by a browser) given the current user-specified

module configuration. Fig. 12A illustrates an example instance of a preview user interface

before a user has added any widgets. A library of widgets 1200 (which is also separately

represented illustrated in Fig. 10) that users can use to build the page layout is illustrated at

the top of the user interface. A navigation menu 1204 to navigate the CMS is shown on the

left of the user interface. The preview itself is represented by layout area user interface 1202.

Fig. 12D depicts the example preview screen (with the navigation menu cropped out) after a

user has added and configured an Image module 1206.

[0072] In the example embodiment illustrated in Fig. 3, the user interface of a

module 300 has three fields: field 1 302, field 2 306, and field 3 310—although, the number



of fields may vary between modules. For example, a module for an image might have four

(or other number of) fields: image, alt text, image link, and caption. To facilitate the

generation of dynamic pages, the fields accept references to attributes, as shown by 304, 308,

and 312. A module may determine how content is displayed/rendered. For example, if the

module is configured to display an image and associated text (e.g., alt text and a caption), the

module may determine the resolution the image will be displayed in, the text font, the text

font size, and the position or other formatting of the text. The specifics of dynamically

generating a page are described in greater detail below.

[0073] While Fig. 3 has attributes already selected for each of its fields, the

example embodiment shown in Fig. 4 uses a menu 400 to illustrate that any available

attribute can be applied to any of the fields. For example, the function of a given module

could be to display an image (from a content source). In this example, one field might accept

an attribute containing a URL for the image and another field might accept an attribute

containing a caption for the image. Thus, rather than requiring a user to program a module

for a specific content source, the user may specify which attribute is to be applied to which

field via an easy to use menu interface (by selecting a desired menu entry), where the menu

choices for each field may include all the attributes applicable to the module. For example,

the menu selections for a module configured to display an image may include: image, link,

and caption.

[0074] The module may optionally treat each attribute the same, so the user

determines and specifies which attribute is appropriate for which field. For example, if one

field is designed to accept the URL for an image, a user can select an attribute (from the

menu 400) that contains the caption for that image. In that case, the module would still use

the attribute, and the module would attempt to display an image using the caption as the

URL. The resulting HTML would most likely not display an image. While this method has

the possibility to, for example, create broken images, the method also allows the content of

any data feed to work with any module.

[0075] In an example embodiment, for the CMS to implement the administrative

UI of a module, a module communicates to the CMS an identification of what high-level

content it needs (e.g., text for two text fields and an image for one image field), and the CMS



applies a standard UI (as described earlier and as illustrated in Fig. 3). Optionally, along with

the fields, the module might also communicate clarifying information such as the name of the

fields (e.g., Caption, Alt Text, and Image), the arrangement of the fields (e.g., first Image,

then Alt Text (alternative text associated with an image that serves the same purpose and

conveys the same or corresponding essential information as the image), and then Caption),

and tooltips text (e.g., "Alt Text is alternative text that will be displayed if the image cannot

be rendered"). As is understood, a tooltip may be in the form of a hint or prompt that appears

when a user hovers a cursor/pointer over and/or adjacent an item for a specified period of

time.

[0076] Fig. 5 illustrates an example of a page layout 500 that includes two

modules (although fewer or additional modules may be added by a user). While Fig. 3 shows

the UI that enables a module to use an attribute, Fig. 5 illustrates how modules display

content based on those attributes. The modules can be arranged in any order, and each

module might have a different functionality. For example, if the original data feed contained

URLs for images, then one module might use the URLs to display the images, while another

module might use the URLs to display links to the images. The module determines how the

data is displayed. The CMS provides a user interface via which the user can select modules

from a module library and drag and drop the modules onto the page layout interface to

specify where the data from a given module is to be displayed on the page. Fig. 12B

illustrates an example process of dragging an Image module 1208 onto a page. The module

will be inserted at the location indicated by outlinel210. In Fig. 12C, the Image module has

been placed on the page. A gray box and outline 1212 indicate the placement of the module.

The CMS will then store the corresponding layout in memory.

[0077] The example page layout in Fig. 5 comprises two example modules: 502

and 510. In this example, module 502 is set to use three attributes: 504, 506, and 508.

Module 510 is also set to use three attributes: 512, 514, and 516. In this example, module

502 is configured to display the attributes as circles and module 510 is configured to display

the attributes as squares. While each module uses a different method to display these

attributes (module 502 displays the attributes as circles and module 510 displays the



attributes as squares), the content that the modules display is based on the content of each

attribute.

[0078] Referring to the blog example described earlier, if a page layout represents

a blog post, then one module might display a heading by using a title attribute, another

module might display an author's name using an author attribute, and another module might

display the text of the blog using a body attribute. The module may display a given attribute

accordingly (e.g., the title may be displayed first with a first font size, the author's name may

be displayed centered just beneath the title in a second font size that is smaller than the first

font size, and the blog body may be displayed beneath the author's name in a third font size).

[0079] Fig. 7B illustrates an embodiment that contains an identifier (e.g., a unique

ID 706) for each item. The ID can be used as a parameter to reference each item 702, but

other techniques for referencing a particular item may also be used. So while the page layout

500 specifies particular attributes, the layout does not specify a particular item, meaning that

one page layout can be used to display the attributes of any item in a content set. Using the

previous blog example, a blog post layout can be created once using one or more modules,

and then the same blog post layout (the same modules) may be used to display each blog post

in a content set.

Γ00801 Generate a Page

[0081] An example page generation process will now be described with reference

to Fig. 6, which illustrates an example page layout technique that may be executed by the

CMS to generate a page (e.g., a webpage). A request 600 is sent to the Tenderer 610.

Typically, this request would be sent by a web browser or other requester hosted on a user

terminal (e.g., a mobile communication device (e.g., a mobile phone), a desktop computer, a

laptop computer, a tablet computer, a smart television system, etc.) over a network (e.g., the

Internet) to the Tenderer 610 which receives and processes the request. The Tenderer 610 may

optionally be hosted on a system separate from the content source (physically separate from

and operated by a different entity than the content source), or the Tenderer 610 may be hosted

on the same system as the content source. The Tenderer 610 may comprise a software engine,

which may be part of the CMS.



[0082] Referring again to Fig. 6, the Tenderer 610 receives several requests (e.g.,

from the user browser): requests 602, 604, 606, and 608 in this example. In this example,

each request includes a unique ID, which is a request for a particular item. For example,

request 602 includes "id=triangle," which is a request for the item with the unique ID equal to

"triangle."

[0083] As described earlier, the ID 706 determines, at least in part, what item 702

is displayed, and the page layout 612 (defined using one or more modules) determines what

attributes 704 to display and how to display those attributes. For example, request 602 is a

request for the item with the ID "triangle." As item 616 (corresponding to the "triangle" item)

illustrates, that item has several attributes, and the page layout 612 requests three of these

attributes (which may be fewer than the total number of attributes associated with the item).

[0084] The Tenderer 610 then generates webpages 624 based at least in part on the

requested items 600 and the page layout 612. For example, the request for "id=triangle" 602

causes the Tenderer 610 to generate a webpage represented by generated page 626.

[0085] With this process, a single page layout can be used to generate multiple

webpages with different content. The data feeds shown in the Program Listing section would

each generate one content set with three items, and one page layout could therefore be used to

create three pages in that instance.

[0086] Optionally, the page layout, the Tenderer, the code for the modules, and/or

the generated webpages may reside on the CMS.

[0087] Process Overview of Example Embodiments

[0088] To further elucidate the process of the first example, this section will

describe a hypothetical example where a user imports a data feed, configures a page layout,

and where the Tenderer generates a webpage. To provide additional clarification, this section

will also reference example screenshots of the user interface (UI) for an example embodiment

of the CMS, but other UI designs are also suitable.

[0089] In the hypothetical example, a user wants to import an XML feed that

contains a list of products. This XML feed is shown in the Program Listing section. The

user then wants to use this feed generate an individual webpage for each product.

Γ00901 Import



[0091] To ensure that the data feed is accurately mapped, the user provides the

CMS with following details about the feed (a screenshot of this example step is shown in Fig.

13):

• Name 1300. The Name enables a user to later distinguish between

multiple content sets. Because the name optionally is only used to provide clarity to the user,

the name could be any word, phrase, number, etc. In the hypothetical example, the user used

the name "Products," so the CMS will refer to the feed as the "Products" content set.

• File Format 1302. The File Format specifies how the file is encoded and

what markup language is used. In the hypothetical example, the feed is in XML format.

• Location 1304. The Location field specifies how the file is stored (e.g., if

the file is stored on an FTP, on the web, or locally). In the hypothetical example, the feed is

located on the web.

• XML Document Element 1306. As described previously (and as shown in

Fig. 7A), the CMS may organize data feeds into separate items. This field asks for the

document element that surrounds each item in the file. In the hypothetical example, this

element is called "tea."

• ID 1308. As described previously (and as shown in Fig. 7B), each item

may be assigned a unique ID. This field asks for the name of the element/field in the source

data containing the unique ID (which can be used to uniquely identify the record). In the

hypothetical example, this element is called "id."

• URL 1310. The URL is the location of the data feed. In the hypothetical

example, the URL is "http://example.com/feeds/teas.xml."

• Username 1312. If the feed is password protected, a username might be

required, and so the user name may be inserted into this field. In the hypothetical example,

the feed is not password protected, so this field is left blank.

• Password 1314. If the feed is password protected, a password may be

required, and so the password may be inserted into this field. In the hypothetical example,

the feed is not password protected, so this field is left blank.

[0092] Once the details have been entered, the user clicks the "Create" control

1316 to begin the mapping and import process (as shown in Fig. 2). The preceding are



optional features details of an example embodiment, and different, more, or fewer features

may also be used. Additional discussion of example features and details that may be

beneficial to the import step is provided below in the Additional Example Embodiments

section.

[0093] In this example, the CMS maps the XML data feed so that there are three

items, because the data feed has three tea elements, and each item has the following

attributes:

id

• name

• caffeine

type

• description

• price

• image

• thumb

[0094] Each attribute corresponds to an element in the data feed. As discussed

above, the CMS optionally stores the data in a schema-less database (see, e.g., block 210, Fig.

2), and an optional storage method involves storing the imported content in key-value stores

such as in the data structure of a programming language (e.g., an associative array), but other

methods may be used.

[0095] Once the data feed has been mapped and stored as the "Products" content

set, the CMS displays a configuration user interface to the user (an example of which is

shown in Fig. 14), but other methods of confirming that the content set successfully imported

may be used. The configuration screen provides the user with information about the last time

the content set was updated via an update status user interface 1406.

[0096] Because the content of the feed is controlled externally to the CMS, the

content of the feed and the content stored in the CMS might become unsynchronized. To

keep the content synchronized, the user can either (1) manually synchronize the content by

manually activating a "run batch update" control 1416 or (2) set a reoccurring update via an

update scheduling user interface 1408 - 1414, which enables the user to specify a start time



and the update period (e.g., hourly, every 4 hours, daily, weekly, etc.). The manual and auto-

synchronization features are further discussed below in the Additional Example

Embodiments section.

[0097] Using the example configuration user interface illustrated in Fig. 14, the

user can configure how the CMS treats updated content. For example, if the Add to Existing

Data Set function is enabled (via control 1400), tea elements deleted from the feed are not

deleted from the synchronized content set, but any updates to tea elements (e.g., if a

description is changed) are updated in the synchronized content set. However, if instead, for

example, if the Replace Data Set function is enabled (via control 1402), any tea elements

deleted from the feed are deleted in the synchronized content set.

[0098] Additionally, the configuration user interface illustrated in Fig. 14, enables

the user to adjust/modify the details that she entered initially via fields 1300 - 1314 in case

any of the details of the feed change in the future. Optionally, the user may save such

modifications by activating the Save control 1404, but other methods for saving changes may

be used.

[00991 Configure a Page Layout

[0100] Once the feed is imported, the user can configure a page layout to use the

imported content. A depiction of a blank, un-configured layout area user interfacel202 is

shown in Fig. 12A. To build the page layout, the user uses modules. As described earlier

(and as shown in Fig. 5), optionally every element in the page layout is a module. For

example, to add an image to a page, the user would add an Image module, and then configure

the module, through its UI, to accept the URL (or other locator) of an image (which is

described in more detail later and shown in Figs. 11A - C). To add an interactive map, for

example, the user would add and configure a Map module.

[0101] As described earlier (and illustrated by Figs. 3-4), optionally each module

will accept attributes from any content set, which means that any imported data feed may

provide these attributes. Therefore, when selecting a module, the user looks/searches for a

module that performs a particular action, such as a module that displays text or a module that

displays an image.



[0102] Some modules are available by default, and the user can select these

modules from the toolbar 1200 on the same screen as the page layout area user interface

1202. Referring to Fig. 15, a user interface 1502 is optionally provided via which the user

can also select and obtain other modules from a widget marketplace. In this embodiment, the

widget marketplace contains modules created and submitted by third-party developers. The

1200 toolbar and widget marketplace 1502 are example techniques which may be used to

provide users with a variety of modules from which to select, but other techniques may also

be used.

[0103] Referring to Fig. 12B, in this example, to build the page layout, the user

starts by dragging an Image module 1208 from the toolbar 1200 onto the page layout area

1202. Referring to Fig. 12C, the inserted and un-configured module 1212 is shown. The

user then configures the settings of the module 1212, so that it accepts the image attribute

from the Products content set the user created earlier. An example process for configuring

the module may utilize the user interface as shown in Fig. 11A - C.

[0104] Referring to Fig. 11A, the user selects the Current Image field 1100 (e.g.,

by moving a cursor to, or pointing at the Current Image field 1100). Referring Fig. 1IB, the

CMS presents the user with an attribute menu 1112 containing some or all attributes of some

of all content sets. In this embodiment, the user can cause the CMS to present the attribute

menu 1112 by pressing a key (e.g., the down-arrow key), but other techniques for bringing up

the menu may also be used. In this example, the user selects the Products: image attribute

1114 (i.e., the image attribute of the Products content set). Fig. 11C shows the Products:

Image attribute 1116 entered in the Current Image field 1100. The example Image module

has other fields and options (1104 - 1108), and in the Alternate Text field 1104, the user has

selected and instructed the CMS to add the Products: name attribute 1118 as similarly

discussed above with respect to the addition of the image attribute 1114. The fully

configured example Image module 1206 is shown in Fig. 12D.

[0105] The user may add and configure other modules in the same or other

manner to use the other attributes of the Products content set. Because each module is not

dependent on a particular data feed, the CMS is able to use a similar UI for each module.



[0106] The fully configured example page layout is shown in Fig. 12E. This

layout combines several modules. For example, the image of a tea bag 1206 is provided via

the Image module described earlier (with reference to Fig. 11A - C), and the

"PEPPERMINT" heading 1214 is provided via a Heading module that is using the Products:

name attribute.

Γ01071 Generate a Page

[0108] Once the user publishes the page layout, the CMS is configured to

generate a webpage for each item in the Products content set. To view a webpage for a

particular item, a visitor directs his/her browser to the URL of the page layout (e.g.,

http://example.com/product-details), including the unique identifier for the particular item

(e.g., id=l). For example, if the URL of the page layout that the user created earlier (as

shown in Fig. 12E) is http://example.com/product-details, then to view a webpage for the

Earl Grey item of the Products content set, a user would visit: http://example.com/product-

details?id=l. The Earl Grey item has a unique identifier of 1 because that is the id that is

defined in the original data feed (as shown in the Program Listing).

[0109] Fig. 12F shows the example Earl Grey webpage when viewed in a

browser. The URL 1216 indicates that the browser requested the item with an id equal to 1.

As described earlier (and as shown in Fig. 6), the request 600 is transmitted to the Tenderer

610, which passes the request to the page layout 612. The page layout passes the request to

the individual modules, which each call for attributes of a particular content set.

[0110] As noted, in the example shown in Fig. 12A - E, the modules are

configured to use attributes of the Products content set. The id requested is 1, which

corresponds to the Earl Grey item. Therefore, the modules (as shown in Fig. 5) use content

from the attributes of the Earl Grey item and the generated webpage 624 is for Earl Grey tea

1218.

[0111] Additional Example Embodiments

[0112] Detect the File Format

[0113] While content of any schema can be imported into the adaptive content

management system (CMS), the CMS is optionally configured to determine how to decode

and read the format of imported content. The format refers to the manner in which the data



feed was encoded and the markup language used to create the data feed. Examples of

possible file formats include but are not limited to Extensible Markup Language (XML),

character-separated values (CSV), JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), and Excel Binary File

Format (XLS). Understanding the semantics of the encoding method and markup language

of imported content enables the CMS to properly map that content.

[0114] Various techniques may be used to communicate the file format to the

CMS. In an example embodiment, the CMS can specifically request this information (e.g.,

from the content source or the user) when importing a data feed. This embodiment is shown

in Fig. 8A, where the content set information included file format 804. The CMS can then

receive and utilize the file format information.

[0115] Optionally, the CMS is configured to detect the file format of a data feed

automatically. For example, information about the file format might be embedded in the

metadata of a data feed which may be read by the CMS. The extension of a data feed may

also indicate its format, and so the CMS may determine the format based on the extension.

Optionally, the CMS can compare patterns in the data encoding against a database of known

patterns to determine the encoding method. Certain embodiments may use any combination

of the foregoing techniques to determine the format.

01161 Data Feed Details

[0117] In one or more embodiments, certain details about an imported data feed

may be passed to the CMS, as will be discussed with reference to the examples illustrated in

Figs. 8A - D. Many variations and modifications to the requested details are possible, and

the details described here and illustrated in Figs. 8A - D are to be understood as being among

other acceptable examples. The content set information 800 represents information about the

data feed that the CMS requests before beginning the import process 100. This information

enables a user to control how the feed is mapped.

[0118] As shown in Fig. 8A, in this example, the content set information includes

the following details (it being understood that other example may include different details):

• Name 802 (e.g., a unique name that identifies the content set)

• File format 804 (e.g., the manner in which the data feed was encoded and

the markup language used to create the data feed)



• Location type 806 (e.g., webpage, FTP, or local directory)

• Location of file 808 (e.g., the URL or directory where the file is stored)

• Unique ID 810 (e.g., the name of the unique identifier field in the data

feed)

[0119] Another example embodiment of content set information is shown in Fig.

8B. If the file format of the data feed is an XML file, then requesting and receiving the name

of the root element that surrounds each item 812 enables the CMS to more accurately map

the data feed.

[0120] The example embodiment of content set information illustrated in Fig. 8C

includes two optional fields: username 814 and password 816. This embodiment handles the

case of password-protected data feeds.

[0121] The embodiment of content set information shown in Fig. 8D includes

additional fields to handle the case of a file stored on an FTP server. Additional pertinent

information includes:

• Server 818 (the location of the sever that stores the data feed)

• Port 820 (the number of the port that should be used to open a data

connection)

• Path 822 (the location where the file is stored on the server)

[0122] Synchronization and Auto-Synchronization

[0123] As illustrated in Fig. 1, once a feed is imported into the CMS 100, at block

106, the feed may be synchronized. In an example embodiment, as part of the

synchronization process, the CMS will reimport the feed using any feed details that have

already been entered. There are various reasons for synchronizing an already imported feed,

but one optional reason is to ensure that the imported content matches the current content in

the data feed.

[0124] Optionally, the process of synchronizing content involves synchronizing in

response to a manual instruction. For example, a user accessible synchronization control may

be provided. If a user wants to synchronize content, then the user may select the

synchronization control, and in response to detecting the selection of the synchronization

control, the CMS imports and maps the latest content from the data feed. Optionally in



addition or instead, a user may specify a synchronization schedule which may be received and

stored by the CMS. The CMS may then perform the content synchronization according to the

schedule. For example, synchronization could be set to occur at a designated start time

and/or at designated intervals (e.g., once a minute, once an hour, or every Tuesday at 5:00

PM).

[0125] By enabling users to synchronize an imported feed, users are enabled to

manage content residing outside of the adaptive CMS. For example, a user can manage

photos through an image-management service and then use an adaptive CMS to display the

photos on a separate portfolio website by regularly synchronizing the CMS with a feed from

the image-management service. By way of further example, a user could upload a new photo

to the image-management service, and the adaptive CMS may generate a new webpage based

on the new photo the next time the CMS is synchronized with the feed.

Γ01261 Multiple Content Sets on One Page

[0127] The example page rendering process illustrated in Fig. 6 may be utilized to

render one or multiple content sets on a page. As illustrated, a page layout 612 displays

different content depending on the ID in a request, such as in request 602 (ID=triangle). In

this example, only one content set per page layout is used. Optionally, multiple content sets

per page may be used. An example process enabling multiple content sets per page to be

used comprises having a given page include arrays of content set and ID pairs, but other

techniques may also be used.

Γ01281 Friendly URLs

[0129] While an example URL for a webpage might look like

http://example.com/product-details?id=l, a webpage may optionally be generated using a

friendly URL (a Web address that is easy to read and includes words that describe the content

of the webpage). An example of a friendly URL is: http://example.com/product-details/earl-

grey. One suitable embodiment of this process involves mapping a friendly name (e.g., earl-

grey) to the unique ID (e.g., 1), for example, using a data structure such as an associative

array.

[0130] Manual Mapping



[0131] Auto-mapping of content, as described above with reference to Fig. 1,

might not be without error. To address such an eventuality, an example embodiment, such as

that illustrated in Fig. 9, enables manual verification and control of the mapping process.

With each content set 900, the attribute type 904 for each attribute 902 can be selected by the

user and the selected is received and stored by the CMS for later use in the mapping process.

Optionally, a menu 907 containing possible attribute types 908 - 926 (string 908, float 910,

double 912, byte 914, short 916, integer 918, long 920, date 922, Boolean 924, binary 926)

can be provided by the CMS to aid the user in selecting an appropriate attribute type, but

other attribute types may also be used.

[0132] In the example embodiment shown in Fig. 9, the user may manually

specify how the attribute is stored via menu interface 906 (e.g., which enables the user to

specify whether the attribute is to be indexed, ignored, or not analyzed). For example, if a

data feed contains an unnecessary attribute, then a user might choose to instruct the CMS to

ignore the attribute by selecting the ignored menu selection 932. Optionally instead, a user

can instruct the CMS to index the attribute by selecting the index menu selection 930, to

make it discoverable by other widgets, or a user could set the attribute to non-analyzed by

selecting the non-analyzed menu selection 934 to force the attribute to be treated as a whole

by the CMS and prevent it from being broken down through further processing.

[0133] Multi-Tenant Development

[0134] In an example embodiment, if each module is properly encapsulated to

accept content in only high-level terms (e.g., text, image, or URL) and to execute

independently of other modules, then one or more modules can be incorporated within

another module (e.g., without requiring an open source environment which user are provided

with the ability to modify the source code).

[0135] For example, suppose developer A wants to create a module that displays a

heading, followed by an image, followed by text. If each module is properly encapsulated as

described earlier, instead of hand coding the entire module, A could just incorporate a

premade heading, image, and text module. If developer B, wants to expand on A's module

by adding a video, then B could just incorporate A's module with a premade video module.



[0136] This type of customization conventionally requires sharing source code,

but with proper encapsulation and a content agnostic approach as described herein, multi-

tenant modules of this type may be performed without sharing any source code.

Γ01371 Generated Output

[0138] While the example CMS optionally eventually generates a webpage, the

CMS may be configured to generate other types of data in any form, such as, by way of

example, XML, JSON, or CSV data feeds. The ability to transform the data and the method

by which the data are transformed are not dependent on the eventual output.

[01391 Involving Additional Systems

[0140] While a single CMS may optionally be used to execute the process for

transforming a data feed into a website, optionally different systems may be utilized at

different stages. In an example embodiment, one system may be used to import the content,

another separate system may be used to configure the page layout, and a third system may be

used to dynamically generate the content. The use of multiple systems may provide the same

or similar ability to transform the data feed using the same or similar processes as the single

system embodiment.

[0141] The methods and processes described herein may have fewer or additional

steps or states and the steps or states may be performed in a different order. Not all steps or

states need to be reached. The methods and processes described herein may be embodied in,

and fully or partially automated via, software code modules executed by one or more general

or special purpose computers comprising one or more hardware computing devices. The

code modules may be stored in any type of non-transitory computer-readable medium or

other computer storage device. Some or all of the methods may alternatively be embodied in

whole or in part in specialized computer or state machine hardware. The results of the

disclosed methods may be stored in any type of computer data repository, such as relational

databases and flat file systems that use volatile and/or non-volatile memory (e.g., magnetic

disk storage, optical storage, EEPROM and/or solid state RAM). The servers discussed

herein may include (or be hosted on systems that include) network interfaces configured to

receive document requests (e.g., webpage requests from a browser) and to transmit responses

to the requester. The servers and other devices described herein may optionally include



displays and user input devices (e.g., keyboards, touch screens, mice, voice recognition,

gesture recognition, etc.).

[0142] Many variations and modifications may be made to the above-described

embodiments, the elements of which are to be understood as being among other acceptable

examples. All such modifications and variations are intended to be included herein within

the scope of this disclosure. The foregoing description details certain embodiments. It will

be appreciated, however, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears in text, the

invention can be practiced in many ways. The use of particular terminology when describing

certain features or aspects of certain embodiments should not be taken to imply that the

terminology is being re-defined herein to be restricted to including any specific characteristics

of the features or aspects of the invention with which that terminology is associated.

Γ01431 Optional Advantages

[0144] From the previous description, a number of optional advantages of some

embodiments of adaptive content management become evident. A given embodiment may

provide one or more of the following advantages:

• A user can import content without having to consider if its schema is

compatible with the content management system (CMS); therefore, a user does not have to

search for particular feed-compatible widget/module before using a feed.

• Plugins are optionally not designed for or limited to specific feeds, and so

users are more likely to find modules with the behavior that they desire. For example, if one

developer builds a module that displays an image slideshow, then that slideshow module will

work with any imported image feed. With the conventional approach described earlier, a

developer would have to design that same slideshow module for each different image feed

that has a different schema.

• A module developer can incorporate other modules into a custom module,

because modules are optionally completely encapsulated to accept high-level input and to

generate output. This feature enables the type of sharing available in an open-source

environment, but unlike in an open-source environment, developers are able to conceal

source code. So if a first module performs some but not all functions that a user wants, then



another developer can just add functionality without redesigning the first module from

scratch and without having access to the source code of the first module.

• The CMS optionally handles all content management, and the CMS

handles the administration UI for the modules. Modules are therefore likely to remain

compatible as new versions of the CMS are released.

• Users can migrate content from an old CMS to a new adaptive CMS by

exporting their old content as a feed, and then by giving the location of that feed to the

adaptive CMS. With the conventional approach, migrating from an old CMS requires a

custom plugin.

• If a user likes the way the old CMS manages content, but prefers the way

the new adaptive CMS displays the content, then the user can continue to manage that

content via the old CMS. The user would just set the adaptive CMS to regularly sync with a

feed from that old CMS. As described earlier, with the conventional approach, this scenario

requires custom software development.

• Because modules are not designed to work with only one feed or with only

one schema in particular, a user can change the contents of an entire website by first

importing a new feed and then assigning the attributes of that feed to the already created page

layouts. Users do not have to find or develop new modules to work with the new feed.

• In the case of the three example data feeds shown in the Program Listing

section, a user could change the import details on a content set from referencing one feed

(e.g., the JSON feed) to referencing another feed (e.g., the CSV feed). Although both feeds

are in different markup languages and might be stored at different locations, both feeds have

the same relationship between information. Therefore, page layouts and modules will

interact with any of the three data feeds identically, and the previous configuration would still

be accurate.

Γ01451 Conclusion

[0146] Thus, as described herein, using the example adaptive content

management system and process, scenarios that once required a high level of technical

knowledge (e.g., combining several different feeds from several different locations into one

coherent website) now no longer require that a user understand even a single markup or



programming language. Indeed, a user with a high level of technical knowledge can save a

significant amount of time and effort by using an adaptive content management system

(CMS).

[0147] Furthermore, certain embodiments of the adaptive CMS have additional

optional advantages, including one or more of the following:

• Because an adaptive CMS adapts to the relationship of content stored

within a data feed, optionally all content is treated equally regardless of its data structure or

format.

• Users can pull and use data from a variety of feeds without having to

install or build custom plugins.

• Migrating from one CMS to another is a common scenario, however many

conventional systems will support migration in only specific instances. By creating an

environment that is agnostic to the structure of content, an adaptive CMS is able to import

content from any CMS that can export content as a data feed.

• By not committing to one particular content structure, an adaptive CMS

lets a user manage content in multiple content management systems and then synchronize the

content in order to output one website. For example, the user may merely need to copy and

paste a URL to the content and cause the synchronization to be initiated; the user does not

need to develop custom software or even install custom plugins in order to synchronize the

content.

• By not depending on content to have a particular structure, an example

adaptive CMS can completely change the content on a site by synchronizing with a different

feed and then assigning the attributes of that feed to the already present page layouts.

Γ01481 Program Listing

[0149] The following section provide several non-limiting examples. The

example XML, JSON, and CSV data feeds all contain the same information, but they are

structured using three different markup languages. These three examples are not meant to be

all inclusive of possible types of data feeds; for example, data feeds might be in any schema,

and data feeds might even be encoded in machine-readable formats such as Excel Binary File

Format (XLS).



Γ01501 Example XML Feed

<?xml version="1 .0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<teas>

[0151] <tea>

[0152] <id>3</id>

[0153] <name>Peppermint</name>

[0154] <caffeine>0</caffeine>

[0155] <type>Herbal</type>

[0156] <description>It's better than tea. It's peppermint.</description>

[0157] <price>4.99</price>

[0158]

<image>http://example.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_peppermint.png</image>

[0159]

<thumb>http://example.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_peppermint_small.png</thumb>

[0160] </tea>

[0161] <tea>

[0162] <id>2</id>

[0163] <name>Ginger Mint</name>

[0164] <caffeine>0</caffeine>

[0165] <type>Herbal</type>

[0166] <description>Some days you get the ginger mint, and some days the

ginger mint gets you.</description>

[0167] <price>5.99</price>

[0168]

<image>http://example.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_ginger_mint.png</image>

[0169]

<thumb>http://example.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_ginger_mint_small.png</thumb>

[0170] </tea>

[0171] <tea>

[0172] <id>l</id>



[0173] <name>Earl Grey</name>

[0174] <caffeine>50</caffeine>

[0175] <type>Black</type>

[0176] <description>Earl Grey tea is flavored with bergamot to imitate more

expensive types of Chinese tea.</description>

[0177] <price>3.99</price>

[0178]

<image>http://example.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_earl_grey.png</image>

[0179]

<thumb>http://example.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_earl_grey_small.png</thumb>

[0180] </tea>

</teas>

Γ01811 Example JSON Feed

[0182] [

[0183] {

[0184] "id": "3",

[0185] "name": "Peppermint",

[0186] "caffeine": "0",

[0187] "type": "Herbal",

[0188] "description": "It's better than tea. It's peppermint.",

[0189] "price": "4.99",

[0190] "image" : "http://example.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_peppermint.png",

[0191] "thumb":

"http://example.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_peppermint_small.png"

[0192] } ,

[0193] {

[0194] "id": "2",

[0195] "name": "Ginger Mint",

[0196] "caffeine": "0",

[0197] "type": "Herbal",



[0198] "description": "Some days you get the ginger mint, and some days the

ginger mint gets you.",

[0199] "price": "5.99",

[0200] "image": "http://example.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_ginger_mint.png",

[0201] "thumb":

"http://example.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_ginger_mint_small.png"

[0202] },

[0203] {

[0204] "id": "1",

[0205] "name": "Earl Grey",

[0206] "caffeine": "50",

[0207] "type": "Black",

[0208] "description": "Earl Grey tea is flavored with bergamot to imitate more

expensive types of Chinese tea.",

[0209] "price": "3.99",

[0210] "image": "http://example.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_earl_grey.png",

[0211] "thumb":

"http://example.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_earl_grey_small.png"

[0212] }

]

[0213] Example CSV Feed

[0214] id,name,caffeine,type,description,price,image,thumb

"3","Peppermint","0","Herbal","It's better than tea. It's

peppermint. ","4.99" ,"http://example.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_peppermint.png" ,"http://examp

le.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_peppermint_small.png"

"2", "Ginger Mint", "0", "Herbal", "Some days you get the ginger mint, and some days

the ginger mint gets

you. ","5.99", "http://example.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_ginger_mint.png", "http://example.com/

feeds/imgs/tea_bag_ginger_mint_small.png"



"l","Earl Grey", "50", "Black", "Earl Grey tea is flavored with bergamot to imitate more

expensive types of Chinese

tea. ","3 .99 ","http://example.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_earl_grey.png" ,"http://example.com/fee

ds/imgs/tea_bag_earl_grey_small.png"

[0215] Example Associative Array Relationship

[0216] The following example demonstrates the relationship of data in a feed

stored using an associative array, but other methods of storing the data may also be used.

[0217] array(3) {

[0218] [1]=>

[0219] array(8) {

[0220] ["id"]=>

[0221] string(l) "1"

[0222] ["name"]=>

[0223] string(9) "Earl Grey"

[0224] ["caffeine"]=>

[0225] string(2) "50"

[0226] ["type"]=>

[0227] string(5) "Black"

[0228] ["description"]=>

[0229] string(87) "Earl Grey tea is flavored with bergamot to imitate more

expensive types of Chinese tea."

[0230] ["price"]=>

[0231] string(4) "3.99"

[0232] ["image"]=>

[0233] string(5 1) "http://example.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_earl_grey.png"

[0234] ["thumb"]=>

[0235] string(57)

"http://example.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_earl_grey_small.png"

[0236] }

[0237] [2]=>



[0238] array(8) {

[0239] ["id"]=>

[0240] string(l) "2"

[0241] ["name"]=>

[0242] string(l 1) "Ginger Mint"

[0243] ["caffeine"]=>

[0244] string(l) "0"

[0245] ["type"]=>

[0246] string(6) "Herbal"

[0247] ["description"]=>

[0248] string(74) "Some days you get the ginger mint, and some days the

ginger mint gets you. "

[0249] ["price"]=>

[0250] string(4) "5.99"

[0251] ["image"]=>

[0252] string(53) "http://example.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_ginger_mint.png"

[0253] ["thumb"]=>

[0254] string(59)

"http://example.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_ginger_mint_small.png"

[0255] }

[0256] [3]=>

[0257] array(8) {

[0258] ["id"]=>

[0259] string(l) "3"

[0260] ["name"]=>

[0261] string(lO) "Peppermint

[0262] ["caffeine"]=>

[0263] string(l) "0"

[0264] ["type"]=>

[0265] string(6) "Herbal"



[0266] ["description"]=>

[0267] string(38) "It's better than tea. It's peppermint.

[0268] ["price"]=>

[0269] string(4) "4.99

[0270]

[0271] string(52) "http://example.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_peppermint.png

[0272] ["thumb"]=>

[0273] string(58)

"http://example.com/feeds/imgs/tea_bag_peppermint_small.png"

[0274] }

[0275] The methods and processes described herein may have fewer or additional

steps or states and the steps or states may be performed in a different order. Not all steps or

states need to be reached. The methods and processes described herein may be embodied in,

and fully or partially automated via, software code modules executed by one or more general

or special purpose computers comprising one or more hardware computing devices. The

code modules may be stored in any type of non-transitory computer-readable medium or

other computer storage device. Some or all of the methods may alternatively be embodied in

whole or in part in specialized computer or state machine hardware. The results of the

disclosed methods may be stored in any type of computer data repository, such as relational

databases and flat file systems that use volatile and/or non-volatile memory (e.g., magnetic

disk storage, optical storage, EEPROM and/or solid state RAM). The servers discussed

herein may include (or be hosted on systems that include) network interfaces configured to

receive document requests (e.g., webpage requests from a browser) and to transmit responses

to the requester. The servers and other devices described herein may optionally include

displays and user input devices (e.g., keyboards, touch screens, mice, voice recognition,

gesture recognition, etc.).

[0276] Many variations and modifications may be made to the above-described

embodiments, the elements of which are to be understood as being among other acceptable

examples. All such modifications and variations are intended to be included herein within

the scope of this disclosure. The foregoing description details certain embodiments. It will



be appreciated, however, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears in text, the

invention can be practiced in many ways. The use of particular terminology when describing

certain features or aspects of certain embodiments should not be taken to imply that the

terminology is being re-defined herein to be restricted to including any specific characteristics

of the features or aspects of the invention with which that terminology is associated.

[0277] All of the methods and processes described above may be embodied in,

and fully automated via, software code modules executed by one or more general purpose

computers. The code modules may be stored in any type of computer-readable medium or

other computer storage device. Some or all of the methods may alternatively be embodied in

specialized computer hardware. The results of the disclosed methods may be stored in any

type of computer data repository, such as relational databases and flat file systems that use

magnetic disk storage and/or solid state RAM.

[0278] While the phrase "click" may be used with respect to a user selecting a

control or the like, other user inputs may be used, such as voice commands, text entry,

gestures, etc.

[0279] Many variations and modifications may be made to the above-described

embodiments, the elements of which are to be understood as being among other acceptable

examples. All such modifications and variations are intended to be included herein within

the scope of this disclosure. The foregoing description details certain embodiments of the

invention. It will be appreciated, however, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears

in text, the invention can be practiced in many ways. As is also stated above, the use of

particular terminology when describing certain features or aspects of the invention should not

be taken to imply that the terminology is being re-defined herein to be restricted to including

any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention with which that

terminology is associated.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1 . A computer-implemented method of configuring a web page layout, the

method comprising:

providing a user access to a library of modules usable to configure a layout of

a webpage, wherein a given module from the library of modules is user configurable,

without the user programming in a programming language, to control how content is

to be displayed on a webpage;

enabling the user to drag and drop one or more modules from the library of

modules onto a webpage layout design area to define a webpage layout;

providing, for a given module selected by the user, a module configuration

user interface, wherein the module configuration user interface enables the user to

specify what content is to be displayed on the webpage being designed and how the

content is to be displayed without the user having to program using a programming

language, wherein the module user interface comprises interfaces configured to

receive at least:

access information for content from a source, the access information

including at least a content locator;

content attributes comprising at least one attribute affecting how

content from the source is displayed;

receiving a user specified layout for a first webpage specified by the user via

the webpage layout design area, wherein the user specified layout comprises a layout

of a plurality of modules, including:

a first instantiation of a first module configured by the user to specify

access information and at least one attribute for a first content source that

provides content using a first content format;

a second instantiation of the first module configured by the user to

specify access information and at least one attribute for a second content

source that provides content using a second content format, the second content

format different than the first content format;



accessing content from the first content source based at least in part on the

user configuration of the first instantiation of the first module, including at least a

portion of the user specified access information for the first source, wherein the

content from the first content source utilizes the first content format;

storing content from the first content source in a schema-less data store;

accessing content from the second content source based at least in part on the

user configuration of the second instantiation of the first module, including at least a

portion of the user specified access information for the second source, wherein the

content from the second content source utilizes the second content format;

storing content from the second content source in the schema-less data store;

and

enabling the webpage to be rendered, including the content from the first

content source and the content from the second content source.

2. The method as defined in claim 1, wherein the library comprises an image

slide module configurable by the user for use with a plurality of different image sources

having different data formats.

3. The method as defined in claim 1, wherein the library of modules comprises

an image slide module, a blog module, a news feed module, a sports score module, a video

playlist module, a responsive menu module, a shopping cart module, a map module, a search

module, a text module, a navigation module, an accordion menu module, a share page or

content module, and a social media module, wherein a module user interface for each of the

foregoing modules enables the user to specify a content name, a content file format, and a

document element, the method further comprising:

verifying at least a portion of the user specified access information for the first

content source;

at least partly in response to determining that the verification of user specified

access information for the first content source failed, generating a user notification

indicating that the verification of the user specified access information for the first

content source failed without rendering content from the first content source;



verifying at least a portion of the user specified access information for the

second content source; and

at least partly in response to determining that the verification of user specified

access information for the first content source succeeded, enabling the content from

the second content source to be rendered.

4. The method as defined in claim 1, the method further comprising performing

data mapping on the content from the first content source.

5. The method as defined in claim 1, the method further comprising:

verifying at least a portion of the user specified access information for the first

content source;

at least partly in response to determining that the verification of user specified

access information for the first content source failed, generating a user notification

indicating that the verification of the user specified access information for the first

content source failed without rendering content from the first content source;

verifying at least a portion of the user specified access information for the

second content source;

at least partly in response to determining that the verification of user specified

access information for the first content source succeeded, enabling the content from

the second content source to be rendered.

6. The method as defined in claim 1, the method further comprising:

accessing content from the first content source using the user specified access

information for the first content source;

determining if content from the first content source is malformed;

at least partly in response to determining that the content from the first content

source is malformed, attempting to correct the malformed content from the first

content source.

7. The method as defined in claim 1, the method further comprising:

detecting the first format of the first content source;

detecting the second format of the first content source.



8. The method as defined in claim 1, wherein the schema-less data store

comprises key-value data.

9. The method as defined in claim 1, wherein the schema-less data store

comprises an associative array.

10. The method as defined in claim 1, wherein the schema-less data store

comprises content having tagged elements.

11. The method as defined in claim 1, wherein the user specified access

information for the first content source further comprises a username, a password, a port

identifier, and/or a server identifier.

12. The method as defined in claim 1, wherein the module user interface enables

the user to specify a content name, a content file format, a document element, a user name,

and a user password.

13. The method as defined in claim 1, wherein the library of modules comprises

an image slide module, a blog module, a news feed module, a sports score module, a video

playlist module, a responsive menu module, a shopping cart module, a map module, a search

module, a text module, a navigation module, an accordion menu module, a share page or

content module, and a social media module.

14. A system, comprising:

a network interface configured to communicate over a network;

a computing system comprising one or more computing devices; and

a computer storage system comprising a non-transitory storage device, said computer

storage system having stored thereon executable program instructions that direct the

computer system to at least:

provide, over the network, a user access to a library of modules usable to

configure a layout of a webpage, wherein a given module from the library of modules

is user configurable, without the user programming in a programming language, to

control how content is to be displayed on a webpage;

enable the user to instantiate one or more modules from the library of modules

onto a webpage layout design area to define a webpage layout;



provide, for a given module selected by the user, a module configuration user

interface, wherein the module configuration user interface enables the user to specify

what content is to be displayed on the webpage being designed and how the content is

to be displayed without the user having to program using a programming language,

wherein the module user interface comprises interfaces configured to receive at least:

access information for content from a source, the access information

including at least a content locator;

content attributes comprising at least one attribute affecting how

content from the source is displayed;

receive, over the network, a user specified layout for a first webpage specified

by the user via the webpage layout design area, wherein the user specified layout

comprises a layout of a plurality of modules, including:

a first instantiation of a first module configured by the user to specify

access information and at least one attribute for a first content source that

provides content using a first content format;

a second instantiation of the first module configured by the user to

specify access information and at least one attribute for a second content

source that provides content using a second content format, the second content

format different than the first content format;

access content from the first content source based at least in part on the user

configuration of the first instantiation of the first module, including at least a portion

of the user specified access information for the first source, wherein the content from

the first content source utilizes the first content format;

store content from the first content source in a schema-less data store;

access content from the second content source based at least in part on the user

configuration of the second instantiation of the first module, including at least a

portion of the user specified access information for the second source, wherein the

content from the second content source utilizes the second content format;

store content from the second content source in the schema-less data store;



enable the webpage to be rendered, including the content from the first content

source and the content from the second content source.

15. The system as defined in claim 14, wherein the library comprises an image

slide module configurable by the user for use with a plurality of different image sources

having different data formats.

16. The system as defined in claim 14, wherein the library of modules comprises

an image slide module, a blog module, a news feed module, a sports score module, a video

playlist module, a responsive menu module, a shopping cart module, a map module, a search

module, a text module, a navigation module, an accordion menu module, a share page or

content module, and a social media module, wherein a module user interface for each of the

foregoing modules enables the user to specify a content name, a content file format, and a

document element, wherein the executable program instructions are further configured to

direct the computer system to:

verify at least a portion of the user specified access information for the first

content source;

at least partly in response to determining that the verification of user specified

access information for the first content source failed, generate a user notification

indicating that the verification of the user specified access information for the first

content source failed without rendering content from the first content source;

verify at least a portion of the user specified access information for the second

content source; and

at least partly in response to determining that the verification of user specified

access information for the first content source succeeded, enabling the content from

the second content source to be rendered.

17. The system as defined in claim 14, wherein the executable program

instructions are further configured to direct the computer system to perform data mapping on

the content from the first content source.

18. The system as defined in claim 14, wherein the executable program

instructions are further configured to direct the computer system to:



verify at least a portion of the user specified access information for the first

content source;

at least partly in response to determining that the verification of user specified

access information for the first content source failed, generate a user notification

indicating that the verification of the user specified access information for the first

content source failed without rendering content from the first content source;

verify at least a portion of the user specified access information for the second

content source;

at least partly in response to determining that the verification of user specified

access information for the first content source succeeded, enable the content from the

second content source to be rendered.

19. The system as defined in claim 14, wherein the executable program

instructions are further configured to direct the computer system to:

access content from the first content source using the user specified access

information for the first content source;

determine if content from the first content source is malformed;

at least partly in response to determining that the content from the first content

source is malformed, attempt to correct the malformed content from the first content

source.

20. The system as defined in claim 14, wherein the schema-less data store

comprises key-value data, an associative array, or content having tagged elements.

21. The system as defined in claim 14, wherein the user specified access

information for the first content source further comprises a username, a password, a port

identifier, and/or a server identifier.

22. The system as defined in claim 14, wherein the module user interface enables

the user to specify a content name, a content file format, a document element, a user name,

and a user password.

23. The system as defined in claim 14, wherein the library of modules comprises

an image slide module, a blog module, a news feed module, a sports score module, a video

playlist module, a responsive menu module, a shopping cart module, a map module, a search



module, a text module, a navigation module, an accordion menu module, a share page or

content module, and a social media module.

24. A computer storage system comprising a non-transitory storage device, said

computer storage system having stored thereon executable program instructions that direct a

computer system to at least:

provide a user access to a library of modules usable to configure a layout of a

webpage, wherein a given module from the library of modules is user configurable,

without the user programming in a programming language, to control how content is

to be displayed on a webpage;

enable the user to instantiate one or more modules from the library of modules

onto a webpage layout design area to define a webpage layout;

provide, for a given module selected by the user, a module configuration user

interface, wherein the module configuration user interface enables the user to specify

what content is to be displayed on the webpage being designed and how the content is

to be displayed without the user having to program using a programming language,

wherein the module user interface comprises interfaces configured to receive at least:

access information for content from a source, the access information

including at least a content locator;

content attributes comprising at least one attribute affecting how content from

the source is displayed;

receive a user specified layout for a first webpage specified by the user via the

webpage layout design area, wherein the user specified layout comprises a layout of a

plurality of modules, including:

a first instantiation of a first module configured by the user to specify access

information and at least one attribute for a first content source that provides content

using a first content format;

a second instantiation of the first module configured by the user to specify

access information and at least one attribute for a second content source that provides

content using a second content format, the second content format different than the

first content format;



access content from the first content source based at least in part on the user

configuration of the first instantiation of the first module, including at least a portion

of the user specified access information for the first source, wherein the content from

the first content source utilizes the first content format;

store content from the first content source in a schema-less data store;

access content from the second content source based at least in part on the user

configuration of the second instantiation of the first module, including at least a

portion of the user specified access information for the second source, wherein the

content from the second content source utilizes the second content format;

store content from the second content source in the schema-less data store; and

enable the webpage to be rendered, including the content from the first content

source and the content from the second content source.

25. The computer storage system as defined in claim 24, wherein the executable

program instructions are further configured to direct a computer system to perform data

mapping on the content from the first content source.

26. The computer storage system as defined in claim 24, wherein the library of

modules comprises an image slide module, a blog module, a news feed module, a sports

score module, a video playlist module, a responsive menu module, a shopping cart module, a

map module, a search module, a text module, a navigation module, an accordion menu

module, a share page or content module, and a social media module, wherein a module user

interface for each of the foregoing modules enables the user to specify a content name, a

content file format, and a document element, wherein the executable program instructions are

further configured to direct a computer system to:

verify at least a portion of the user specified access information for the first

content source;

at least partly in response to determining that the verification of user specified

access information for the first content source failed, generate a user notification

indicating that the verification of the user specified access information for the first

content source failed without rendering content from the first content source;



verify at least a portion of the user specified access information for the second

content source; and

at least partly in response to determining that the verification of user specified

access information for the first content source succeeded, enabling the content from

the second content source to be rendered.

27. The computer storage system as defined in claim 24, wherein the executable

program instructions are further configured to direct a computer system to:

verify at least a portion of the user specified access information for the first

content source;

at least partly in response to determining that the verification of user specified

access information for the first content source failed, generate a user notification

indicating that the verification of the user specified access information for the first

content source failed without rendering content from the first content source;

verify at least a portion of the user specified access information for the second

content source;

at least partly in response to determining that the verification of user specified

access information for the first content source succeeded, enable the content from the

second content source to be rendered.

28. The computer storage system as defined in claim 24, wherein the executable

program instructions are further configured to direct a computer system to:

access content from the first content source using the user specified access

information for the first content source;

determine if content from the first content source is malformed;

at least partly in response to determining that the content from the first content

source is malformed, attempt to correct the malformed content from the first content

source.

29. The computer storage system as defined in claim 24, wherein the schema-less

data store comprises key-value data, an associative array, or content having tagged elements.



30. The computer storage system as defined in claim 24, wherein the user

specified access information for the first content source further comprises a username, a

password, a port identifier, and/or a server identifier.
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